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ACTUALITY IN BRUSSELS 

 

DEITH: Here inside the Brussels bubble, bureaucrats and MEPs 

go about their business shaping the laws that Europe must follow.  But right now, two tribes 

have gone to war over a new, tougher tobacco law - the tobacco companies and the anti-

tobacco groups each sending in armies of lobbyists.  

 

BERTELETTI KEMP: The MEPs are lobbied by an industry that is a killing 

machine.  It’s a hundred against one.  It’s David and Goliath. 

 

BARRY: We are a legal company and we sell a legal product.  

There are at least as many lobbyists arguing against our positions as there are arguing for them. 

 

DEITH: The air is thick with suspicion over accusations of dirty 

tactics on all sides. 

 

KESSLER: It was a big bribe.  Ten million for a meeting, a secret 

meeting in order to have part of the EU legislation changed. 
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DEITH: Tonight, we investigate the scandal over lobbying, which 

some say could have brought down the European Commission.  And we ask whether tobacco 

companies played a role in the Department of Health’s decision to postpone plain packaging 

for cigarettes. 

 

SIGNATURE TUNE 

 

ACTUALITY IN CAFE 

 

DEITH: Bonjour.  Un cafe au lait. 

We’re sitting over a coffee in Toute Bonne, it’s a cafe on the Place du Luxembourg, opposite 

the European Parliament, and I’m with Olivier Hoedemann of the Corporate Europe 

Observatory, which is, in effect, a lobbyists’ watchdog. 

 

HOEDEMANN: Many of these cafes are used for lobbying.  Lobbyists 

and MEPs or assistants have a cup of coffee or a meal together, so we can see that happen in 

real life. 

 

DEITH: Olivier Hoedemann has his eye on them.  Tall, earnest 

and softly spoken, he takes people on tours of these grey streets, to open their eyes to the 

billions of euros that multinationals, unions and campaign groups spend trying to shape - even 

rewrite – the laws made here. 

 

ACTUALITY WALKING THROUGH STREETS 

 

HOEDEMANN: In total, here in the EU quarter, there are fifteen to 

twenty thousand lobbyists, it could also be more.  The amounts of money invested in lobbying 

are enormous and growing every year. Three billion euros is an educated guess by some 

academics.  Now we’re standing outside of the rue du Trône, which is where British American 

Tobacco has its offices on the second floor.  They are one of I think a dozen of tobacco 

companies that have their own lobbying offices here in Brussels, they are one of the big 

players, they employ seven full time lobbyists.  In total, we estimate the spending by the 

tobacco industry on influencing the EU to be far over five million euros per year. 
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DEITH: And what’s all that money going on? 

 

HOEDEMANN: Well, that is really to promote the interests of the 

tobacco industry and avoid stronger regulation of tobacco products, ranging from direct 

lobbying towards an MEP, trying to meet with him or her, talk them into tabling amendments, 

but also social events, like dinner parties for MEP assistants, and of course a lot of other 

activities to influence the general debate about tobacco and how to regulate it.   

 

DEITH: Almost one hundred tobacco industry lobbyists are 

sending the revolving doors of the European Parliament into a spin over plans to make already 

tough tobacco laws even tougher.  The European Commission is beefing up what’s called the 

Tobacco Products Directive, to try to remove temptation for young people to start smoking.  

So, for example, there’d be a ban on menthol cigarettes and some other flavourings like 

chocolate and strawberry, and bigger picture health warnings on packets.  Tobacco companies 

say they can’t move for regulation already and banning more products will only encourage 

smuggling and counterfeiting.  They’ve sent in extra troops to win friends and influence 

people.  One of the big spenders when it comes to lobbying – British American Tobacco – has 

agreed to meet me.  If you look at the Parliament’s Transparency Register, you can see that in 

2011, the company spent about half a million euros on lobbying, but last year, with the debate 

around the tobacco directive really heating up, the company dug deeper and spent double that – 

near on a million euros. 

 

BARRY: My name is Ronan Barry.  I’m a corporate affairs 

professional working for British American Tobacco here in Brussels.  We sell a legal product 

and we’re a legal company and therefore have a role to play in communicating our point of 

view to people who make decisions that impact upon us.  There are at least as many lobbyists 

arguing against our positions as there are arguing for them, so it’s not true to say that there are 

armies of us here lobbying and that we have any more capacity than those people who have 

different views. 

 

DEITH: The tobacco industry might not win the war and defeat 

all the new regulation, but it’s already won some important battles, according to Olivier 

Hoedemann from the Corporate Europe Observatory. 
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HOEDEMANN: We’ve already seen in some of the votes of the 

committees of the European Parliament that the Commission’s proposals are being weakened.  

There are very strong indications that the tobacco industry have sent amendments to MEPs and 

that the MEPs have tabled those exact amendments for voting in the European Parliament 

committees, so the influencing seems to be effective, and some of the outcomes of the previous 

votes and committees shows that they are gaining ground and achieving that goal. 

 

DEITH: Lobbying works. Almost fifteen hundred amendments to 

the tobacco directive have been tabled.  The EU’s health ministers, for example, voted to take 

out the ban on slim cigarettes and reduce the size of the graphic health warnings from the 75% 

the European Commission wanted to 65%. 

 

ACTUALITY WITH COMPUTER 

 

DEITH: If I go onto Brussels’ online database of lobbyists, which 

is called the Transparency Register, and type in ‘tobacco’ and hit ‘search’, then it brings up a 

long list of everyone who’s been lobbying around tobacco, for example let’s have a look at 

Philip Morris International.  It tells me that they’ve got nine registered lobbyists and that the 

company spends between one million and one and a quarter million euros a year, but this 

register doesn’t tell the whole story.  Hundreds of lobbyists simply choose not to reveal 

themselves.  And there’s no information on here about who they’ve lobbied. 

Special rules are supposed to apply to the tobacco industry though, who’ve historically been 

viewed with suspicion.  The EU’s signed up to a World Health Organisation treaty, which says 

politicians should avoid meeting tobacco companies.  If they must, the meeting has to be 

transparent.  But the MEP piloting the tobacco legislation through the European Parliament, 

Linda McAvan, reveals that off the lobbying battlefield, the tobacco companies have been 

firing salvos below the radar. 

 

MCAVAN: Somebody kept phoning my constituency office, 

claiming to represent small retailers and wanted me to meet them as a matter of urgency over 

the Easter holidays. I wasn’t actually in my constituency those two days and eventually my 

secretary asked, ‘Well, who are you? You keep ringing up,’ and he said he worked for British 

American Tobacco.  This wasn’t small retailers who were concerned, it was small retailers 

being organised by the tobacco industry. 
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DEITH: What are we looking at here then?  This is just a 

document that says, ‘Proposed amendments to TPD2,’ which is what? 

 

MCAVAN: Tobacco Products Directive 2.  It’s a revisional directive.  

And I’ve been told that this comes from the Big Four – the big four tobacco companies, given 

to colleagues by hand, not by email.  They haven’t actually got any cover letter, nothing else on 

it, just blank amendments.  Normally a company that has amendments to a piece of legislation 

will send a letter on headed paper saying, ‘These are my views, here’s my amendments.’  The 

tobacco companies seem not to have been doing that.  If they think it’s legitimate, their 

lobbying, why do they do it like that?  Why don’t they just operate like every other company 

who lobbies the European Parliament and just send it out in a normal email? 

 

DEITH: I put those claims to Ronan Barry at British American 

Tobacco. 

What about passing anonymous sheets of paper with amendments to assistants in the corridors? 

 

BARRY: What do you mean by anonymous sheets of paper? 

 

DEITH: Well, not on headed paper and not announcing that 

they’re from a tobacco company. 

 

BARRY: It’s important to stress that when I speak to a politician 

or a politician’s assistant or anyone who makes decisions that affect, they know that I’m from 

British American Tobacco, they know exactly who I’m representing.  We’re extremely clear 

about that. 

 

DEITH: I’ve even heard an accusation that a British American 

Tobacco representative rang up posing as a newsagent. 

 

BARRY: I can assure you that’s not the case.  When we lobby 

politicians, we state very clearly who we are and who we represent.  I also think it’s important 

to stress that tobacco regulation doesn’t just impact upon tobacco companies, it impacts upon 

retailers, it impacts upon farmers and suppliers of materials such as packaging materials and 

filters and so on, so there are a lot of organisations whose interests and whose points of view  
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BARRY cont: overlap with ours.  But certainly the suggestion that we 

are front groups for them or vice versa is totally wrong. 

 

DEITH: But I promised you a real scandal around lobbying.  It 

involves the alleged betrayal of Brussels by one of its own – by the very health chief supposed 

to be driving the tobacco directive, Commissioner John Dalli.  Dalligate, as it’s being called, is 

an alleged corruption scandal.  An offer to sabotage the tobacco directive at a price – sixty 

million euros.  One of the companies lobbying Brussels and Commissioner Dalli was Swedish 

Match (yes, they sell matches).  But their biggest seller is something called snus. 

 

EXTRACT FROM ADVERT 

 

PRESENTER: What is snus, you ask?  It’s a word some of you may not 

be familiar with, probably because it’s very Scandinavian, very Swedish.  That country known 

for its meatballs and its blondes .... 

 

DEITH: Snus is a moist tobacco which comes in what look like 

tiny teabags, which you put under your top lip for a direct nicotine hit.  Swedish Match say 

snus is much less harmful than cigarettes because it’s not inhaled.  The EU sees it differently 

and sales of snus are banned in every member state except Sweden.  Swedish Match hoped 

Commissioner Dalli might overturn the snus ban in the new tobacco law.  But Olivier 

Hoedemann of the Corporate Europe Observatory says they were getting nowhere. 

 

HOEDEMANN: They lobbied very hard in Brussels, using all the usual 

channels, going to hearings, trying to meet with Commission officials and so on, but they failed 

in getting the goal, achieving this goal of getting rid of the ban, and Swedish Match then went a 

whole lot further and they went to Malta, which is the island where the Health and Consumer 

Commissioner, Mr Dalli, was from, and they tried to get directly to him in his personal sphere. 

 

DEITH: What a really really bad idea that turned out to be. 

Swedish Match hired the services of a lawyer on Malta called Gayle Kimberley.  She wasn’t on 

Brussels’ register of lobbyists but she said she could get a meeting with Commissioner Dalli.  

She went via an old friend of Mr Dalli, one Silvio Zammit, a local politician and owner of a 

pizzeria.  She met the two men for lunch and was able to lobby the Commissioner about snus.  

John Dalli says he didn’t know Gayle Kimberley was working for a tobacco company. 
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DALLI: This issue of her being a lobbyist was never 

communicated to me, so I didn’t know that she was in any way representing Swedish Match or 

the tobacco industry.  We were talking about what is the opinion of the snus issue and again I 

reiterated my position, that we are intent to reduce tobacco consumption, that as far as I am 

concerned the snus ban in Europe will continue. 

 

DEITH: You’re not supposed to have any meetings with the 

tobacco industry that aren’t formally declared. 

 

DALLI: No, again the thing is that my position is very clear and 

can be very clear, but that does not preclude me from listening to people and listening to their 

views.  One listens, one assesses what one hears and then one decides. 

 

DEITH: Why was a friend or a colleague of yours, Silvio 

Zammit, involved in meeting the tobacco industry, because he is nothing to do with the 

European Commission, it was no business of his. 

 

DALLI: Silvio Zammit is a friend, as many other people in Malta 

are very close friends to me, who simply come to talk to me in their own name on behalf of 

others or, you know, make contact for me with other people.  This is for us a normal way to do, 

it’s very above board, it’s very transparent and very clear. 

 

DEITH: Some time later, a representative from Swedish Match 

flew to Malta to meet Mr Zammit, who laid his cards on the table. 

 

HILDINGSSON: He put forward an offer which is basically pay for 

legislation.  You pay and I will make sure that the ban on our snus products will be lifted. 

 

DEITH: Patrick Hildingsson, Vice President of Public Affairs at 

Swedish Match. 

 

HILDINGSSON: He stated to my colleague that we should pay ten million 

euros and with that we would meet Dalli anywhere in the world and he would take us through 

the strategy of how to lift the ban, and once the ban is lifted and everything is a sealed deal, we 

would pay another fifty million. 
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DEITH: Swedish Match declined to pay sixty million euros.  

Europe’s antifraud office – OLAF – launched an investigation.  The Director General, 

Giovanni Kessler, who surveys Brussels from a plush panoramic office, interviewed everyone 

involved – twice.  His report was meant to stay secret, but we’ve seen a leaked copy.  It 

revealed that Silvio Zammit met Commissioner Dalli just before asking for the money.  

Giovanni Kessler was prepared to talk to us about the report and says the evidence suggests  

Mr Dalli knew Mr Zammit’s game. 

 

KESSLER: We have collected circumstantial evidence that links the 

Commissioner with the illicit activity of requesting of a bribe done by his friend.  

Circumstantial evidence that we have also labelled as non-conclusive evidence of the 

Commissioner being either mastermind or accomplice of the illicit activity done by his friend. 

 

DEITH: The OLAF report explains that when Silvio Zammit had 

no luck with Swedish Match, he tried again, this time approaching the trade organisation to 

which Swedish Match belonged, called ESTOC.  Mr Zammit and ESTOC boss, Inge Delfosse, 

talked on the phone about the chances of meeting Commissioner Dalli. 

 

KESSLER: He is about to speak about this, but before making this 

proposal he interrupted, ‘Let me check ...’ telephone call, he is interrupted, he calls the 

Commission and then he comes back, making this proposal.  Yes, you can meet him, but you 

have to pay this and this and this. 

 

DEITH: Silvio Zammit’s facing trial in Malta on charges of 

trading in influence, which he strenuously denies.  His lawyers have filed a judicial protest 

calling for the case against him to be re-examined.  Gayle Kimberley told the OLAF 

investigation she made it clear to Mr Zammit she wasn’t going to be part of anything involving 

money.  The Maltese authorities decided there wasn’t enough evidence for criminal 

proceedings against John Dalli.  He told me he’s the Maltese fall guy, the victim of entrapment 

by the tobacco industry. 

 

DALLI: I did not know that these requests were being made and I 

was not in constant contact with Zammit.  I wasn’t on the phone with him every five minutes. 
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DEITH: He stands accused of asking for a sixty million euro 

bribe on your behalf to lift the ban on snus. 

 

DALLI: They are saying he asked for sixty million euros, but it 

was not on my behalf.  They were lobbying to persuade me to do things their way. When they 

didn’t succeed, then the entrapment started.  I have a lot more facts today which are indicating, 

in effect, all this issue was pre-planned, it was executed in a specific implementation plan, that 

there was an entrapment by Swedish Match and by ESTOC on behalf of Swedish Match and 

Silvio is not the target, I was the target. 

 

DEITH: If what you’re saying is true, was it really worth the risk 

for Swedish Match and ESTOC, because the directive is still going to go through? 

 

DALLI: I was considered as a person who was very hard on the 

tobacco industry and they didn’t want that during their campaign. I am already hearing about a 

lot of dilution that is being made to the directive, because of the tobacco lobbies that have been 

very very active and I’m afraid that what’s going to go through – if it goes through – is not as 

effective as one would like.  And what is the gain?  The gain is billions of euros. 

 

DEITH: But what about Swedish Match?  Why did they hire an 

unregistered lobbyist, Gayle Kimberley, to go through a Maltese pizza seller to get meetings 

with the Commissioner?  I asked Patrick Hildingsson. 

Commissioner Dalli knew and you would have known that the European Commission would 

take a very dim view of so-called off the record meetings with tobacco companies.  It’s all very 

untoward, isn’t it? 

 

HILDINGSSON: I would say that it’s not in our interests to have non-

declared meetings. I don’t see the point in it, and there is no secrets in our facts and our 

arguments. 

 

DEITH: But you knew that she’d be trying to get a meeting with 

him in Malta.  I mean, that makes sense, they were both on the island. 
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HILDINGSSON: She told us, ‘I may be able to talk to Dalli.’  Of course, 

we said, ‘If you’re meeting him, if you can ask him what he knows about the snus case, we 

would be happy.’  It was not more or no less than that. 

 

DEITH: John Dalli claims that Swedish Match and ESTOC set 

him up, that you entrapped him. 

 

HILDINGSSON: I have of course noticed this entrapment theory.  I 

understand that we, Swedish Match, were working together with many other stakeholders.  The 

only thing I can say is that Mr Dalli is free to express himself and to express his views.  I’m not 

too sure it’s up to me to comment on his views or any other conspiracy theories, in fact.  I can 

only share and answer the first hand experiences that we have. 

 

DEITH: We may never know what really happened in Malta that 

summer.  Either John Dalli’s man did ask for a sixty million euro bribe to change European 

legislation or the Commissioner was the victim of some elaborate setup to get rid of him.  

Either way, something fishy has gone on.  John Dalli stood down.  He says he was forced out 

by Commission President, José Manuel Barroso.  The scandal has further delayed the Tobacco 

Productive Directive.  The law might not get through before new European Parliament 

elections next year.  The tobacco control lobby has seized on John Dalli’s conspiracy claim.  

The tobacco industry would stop at nothing, they say. 

 

ACTUALITY IN OFFICE 

 

BERTELETTI KEMP: They got in through the windows.  Then what they 

managed to do is to actually mask the alarm and they only took the computers of those who are 

specifically working on tobacco, because we also work on other dossiers. 

 

DEITH: Florence Berteletti Kemp runs the Smoke Free 

Partnership, a tobacco control coalition including Cancer Research UK and ASH.  She fears the 

break in at their offices could have been by someone intent on derailing the tobacco directive.  

The police told her it was a professional job. They even swept the office for bugs.  She’s 

calling for new rules of engagement in the battle with big tobacco.  She says serried ranks of 

industry lobbyists should be denied entry to MEPs’ offices. 
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BERTELETTI KEMP: The tobacco industry has deployed an army.  In the last 

meeting I attended, after the vote, thirty lobbyists stood up and left and there were as many of 

them as there were MEPs in the room.  They are lobbied by an industry that is a killing 

machine.  They should refuse to see them. 

 

DEITH: What you’re talking about, saying that they shouldn’t 

listen to the companies at all, sounds a bit like censorship. 

 

BERTELETTI KEMP: It’s not a question of censorship and if I was an MEP, if I 

am supposed to regulate, to protect my citizens and this is my duty, so why should I listen to 

the industry, to the industry which is the problem?  It’s not a question of censorship, it’s a 

question of common sense.   

 

DEITH: Some MEPs point out the NGOs are more than strong 

enough to fight their corner, thanks to their funding. According to last year’s accounts, the 

Smoke Free Partnership received sixty-four thousand euros – a sixth of its total income from 

the European Commission itself for a training project on tobacco taxes. And on average, NGOs 

in Brussels get 43% of their funding from the EU.  MEP Martin Callanan says they can hardly 

complain they are at a disadvantage. 

 

CALLANAN: They get huge grants from the European Commission in 

order to lobby the Parliament and the Commission itself.  It’s, in my view, a complete misuse 

of public money.  I’ve never come across an organisation like the European Commission that 

funds its own lobbyists. 

 

DEITH: What about big business?  There’s lots of lobbyists 

attached to them in Brussels, aren’t there? 

 

CALLANAN: Yes, there are plenty of business lobbyists, although in 

my experience not as many as the NGOs have.  This idea that they put across that it’s full of 

David versus Goliath and there are these industrial giants with thousands of well-paid, besuited 

lobbyists and only one or two poor little NGOs representing the ordinary oppressed common 

man is very very far from the truth.  It’s the other way round if anything. 
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DEITH: The traditional pro and anti tobacco lobbies have been 

around Brussels a long time.  They know how it all works.  But for newer entrants to the 

market and the world of lobbying, it can come as a shock.  Like the makers of e-cigarettes.  

Even though they don’t contain tobacco, they face regulation under the tobacco directive.  It 

would insist that e-cigarettes containing more than 4 milligrams of nicotine go through clinical 

trials and be regulated as medicines.  Unsurprisingly, pharmaceutical companies are interested.  

So are some tobacco companies.  The e-cigarette manufacturers say they’ll be snuffed out.  

Linda McAvan, the lead MEP on the tobacco directive, has heard representations from the e-

cigarette companies in Brussels, but one person decided to put their views forward in a series 

of extraordinary emails. 

 

MCAVAN: We do sometimes get strange emails as politicians on all 

kinds of things, but you don’t normally get them from a managing director of a company like 

that.  It wasn’t just to me, the email, the last one was addressed to me and a UK civil servant 

who’s working on this issue of regulation of e-cigarettes for the British Government, and they 

were quite threatening. 

 

DEITH: The emails to Linda McAvan were from Jason Cropper, 

managing director of an e-cigarette company called Totally Wicked, based in Blackburn.  In 

one, he calls her a ‘hatchet woman for the tobacco and pharmaceutical industries.’ 

 

READER IN STUDIO: She will kill more in the first five years of e-cigarettes 

being banned than Hitler did in his genocide against the Jews.  She sells the working class to 

the corporate gas chamber. 

 

DEITH: And in another email, he warns: 

 

READER IN STUDIO: McAvan, you’ve picked up the hottest potato of your life 

and just met your nemesis.  I’ll hold you to account.  I’ll ensure that your dishonour is total. 

 

MCAVAN: The email came to my Brussels office and I was toying 

with passing it on to the police, and I had also a threatening message on my answer machine in 

my office in the UK, and it’s my staff who listen to those messages, it’s not me, and they did 

feel quite threatened and upset by those messages.  Here we are, having a debate about how to 

regulate e-cigarettes and there are different positions, and in fact, ironically I had tabled a kind  
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MCAVAN cont: of halfway house amendment, because we have a 

problem about e-cigarettes, they’re on the market, they’re not regulated and some of the 

companies actually want them to be regulated.  Companies should just be responsible.  People 

have different views, we’re in a democracy, they’re entitled to put their views, but we should 

do so in an adult and grown up manner, not by threatening people. 

 

ACTUALITY AT TRAIN STATION 

 

DEITH: We took the train back to the UK and went to see Totally 

Wicked.  Jason Cropper resigned as managing director last month.  His brother, Fraser, has 

taken over. 

 

ACTUALITY AT TOTALLY WICKED 

 

CROPPER: This is our warehouse and our production facility.  As 

you can see in front of you, we have probably thirty shelves full of different types of e-liquids 

and e-cigarette kits and various accessories. 

 

DEITH: You can smell the flavours, can’t you? 

 

CROPPER: You can.  I’ve become sadly used to them, so people 

often say it’s a bit of a cornucopia of different flavours.  If you go into the production facility 

it’s even more intense. 

 

DEITH: Like many small e-cigarette companies, Totally Wicked 

says it simply doesn’t have the money or know-how to get every one of its products through 

clinical trials – trials it says are pointless, as e-cigarettes are not medicines.   

 

CROPPER: We have at least a hundred and fifty different products 

when it comes to the physical e-cigarette and we have individually probably four to five 

hundred different fluids.  Medicinal regulation for every single one of those unitary items 

would be millions, tens, hundreds of millions of pounds each year, prohibitively expensive and 

totally unnecessary. So it doesn’t fit our company and I think it fits very few current e-cigarette 

vendors and manufacturers. 
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DEITH: Fraser Cropper says small e-cigarette companies were 

not party to the discussions behind closed doors in Brussels, so they had no inkling the tobacco 

directive threatened their business.  Totally Wicked has been rallying customers to write to 

their MEPs, but why did Fraser’s brother, Jason, choose such a kamikaze approach and send 

those emails? 

 

CROPPER: I don’t endorse them, as the MD of the company now, 

our shareholders don’t endorse them.  Did I ask him to take them back? No, because they’re his 

personal words, using language which understandably is inflammatory, but inflammatory 

language potentially is the only way you’re going to get people to see the consequences of 

some of the actions which they are responsible for, and .... 

 

DEITH: Well, you could try building relationships.  That’s what 

lobbyists will say.  It’s all about building relationships and not attacking people. 

 

CROPPER: You could try that, we are trying that as well, of course.  

We’ve spent hundreds of thousands of pounds in the past couple of months.  I think the 

combined lobbying fund spent on behalf of the tobacco industry is round about five or six 

million euros last year.  Are we as smart as them?  No, we’re not as smart as them.  Do I 

understand fully the European process? No, I don’t.  Do we employ a professional lobbyist?  

Yes, we do, but belatedly. We see our parliamentarians and the person in charge of that 

committee acting in direct tension to what we believe, so if you see that and lobbying doesn’t 

seem to be hitting the nail on the head, what else are you supposed to do? 

 

DEITH: Totally Wicked admit they were naive when it came to 

lobbying. The tobacco industry isn’t.  It’s headed off some of the tobacco regulation in 

Brussels and some believe it’s helped mothball an entire piece of health legislation here.  Last 

year the Government launched a consultation on a new law in England that would force all 

cigarette companies to switch to standardised or plain packaging.  The tobacco companies 

lobbied hard and lobbied fast.  There was no evidence plain packaging put people off smoking, 

it said.  It would make counterfeiting easier, hitting tax revenues and UK jobs.  Kevin Baron 

MP says the lobbying in Westminster has been intense. 
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BARON: I don’t want to go too far except to say that there are 

people on this standardised packaging who are lobbying in Parliament, you know, and I’ve 

talked to them in the bar as well.  Again they’ll say to me, ‘Kevin, there’s no evidence.’  I beg 

to differ and I’ve told them that.  And, you know, they’re just around all the time and that’s the 

issue in a sense, they have access to this place.  I’m not saying that that’s wrong, don’t get me 

wrong, I think lobbyists are a force for the good in terms of informing legislators, but yes, 

people do talk to you in the bar as well, and the tobacco lobby’s been in here for a few months 

now. 

 

DEITH: Who ‘they’ are is hard to pinpoint.  Unlike Brussels, the 

UK Parliament has no register of lobbyists.  But according to the tobacco control research 

group at the University of Bath, in the last year British American Tobacco has spent £2 million 

in the UK on corporate and regulatory issues.  For example, it funded a campaign called Hands 

Off Our Packs, run by the pro smoking pressure group, Forest.  And it’s been reported Japan 

Tobacco International, which owns a cigarette factory in Ballymena in North Antrim, spent  

£2 million campaigning against plain packaging.  JTI has also been presenting MPs with gifts. 

 

ACTUALITY WITH REGISTER 

 

DEITH: I’ve been having a look at the register of members’ 

financial interests for any treats which have come courtesy of the tobacco industry, and JTI is 

the only company coming up.  Since last summer it’s treated fifteen MPs to tickets to 

Glyndebourne, cricket at the Oval and a perennial favourite, the Chelsea Flower Show.  Mark 

Spencer MP, who’s been to Chelsea, and Bob Walter MP, who went to Glyndebourne last 

month, and seven other MPs who enjoyed JTI hospitality also signed an open letter to the 

Government opposing plans for plain packaging. 

We did some back of a fag packet calculations and in 2012 and 2013, JTI splashed out 

£19,727.44 on hospitality for MPs.  Over the last four years, twenty-nine MPs have enjoyed 

hospitality worth almost £46,000 and JTI’s generosity doesn’t just extend to MPs but to their 

staff too.  According to our search of the secretaries and research assistants’ register of 

interests, Mark Spencer MP’s assistant, Madeleine Burns, chose: 

 

READER IN STUDIO: [Music under ‘All the Small Things’] Michael McIntyre 

at the O2 Arena. A private viewing of the Now exhibition at the Royal Academy.  Girls Aloud 

in concert.  A ticket for Blink 182 at the O2 Arena. 
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DEITH: Angie Bray MP’s office manager, Emily Knight and 

researcher, Hugo Sutherland, both chose: 

 

READER IN STUDIO: [Music under - ‘Uprising’] Michael McIntyre at the O2 

Arena.  England versus Fiji at Twickenham.  And Muse live in concert. 

 

DEITH: And three other assistants accompanied MPs to the 

Chelsea Flower Show, all courtesy of Japan Tobacco International.  We approached all the 

MPs just mentioned for an interview. None accepted.  There are no rules against taking these 

gifts, so a little harmless hospitality or a conflict of interests?  David Davies MP signed the anti 

plain packaging letter, but he says the only hospitality he was offered was some curly 

sandwiches in the Commons. 

 

DAVIES: I approached a tobacco company to ask them about plain 

packaging and then I got an invitation to an event at which, insofar as there was any hospitality, 

it was a couple of cheese rolls with curled bread and sausages on sticks.  So this idea that 

there’s been some kind of secretive, you know, lobbying with vast amounts of money spent, I 

mean, it’s nonsense.  In my case, absolutely not at all. 

 

DEITH: But sometimes companies like JTI are offering treats, 

more than just a cheese roll in the Commons.  They’re offering trips to Glyndebourne, cricket 

at the Oval, rugby at Twickenham, concerts at the O2. 

 

DAVIES: Well, not to me they haven’t.  Let me be charitable here. 

I think that if an MP has already made up their mind and, if you like, is on side with an 

organisation, then they may feel comfortable taking hospitality.  I don’t think Members of 

Parliament would change their mind over something over which they felt strongly for the sake 

of a football match.  I certainly wouldn’t and I don’t know any MP that would. 

 

DEITH: The plain packaging bill was fully expected to be in the 

Queen’s Speech in May, yet it was conspicuous by its absence.  And in the last week, the 

Government’s announced legislation’s been formally delayed while it waits to see whether 

plain packaging works in Australia, where it’s recently been introduced.  With an election 

coming up, the Government may have decided it would be politically expedient not to alienate 

voters and business.  But Labour says it’s a humiliating u-turn and is questioning the input of 
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DEITH cont: Tory election strategist, Lynton Crosby.  Mr Crosby’s 

lobbying firm is employed by British American Tobacco in Australia.  Kevin Baron MP wants 

to know if Lynton Crosby counselled David Cameron against alienating the tobacco industry. 

 

BARON: He’s now an advisor on the Conservatives at the General 

Election.  This man has form.  He’s an Australian, he runs the businesses out in Australia that 

lobby their Parliament.  He’s done tobacco work before.  It must be, what, eight weeks now 

and the Prime Minister’s not replied to my letter. 

 

ACTUALITY IN COMMONS 

 

SPEAKER: Kevin Baron. 

 

BARON: Thank you, Mr Speaker.  Prime Minister, I wrote to you 

on 8
th

 May and I’ve not yet received a reply.  Could I ask you now, have you ever had any 

discussions with Lynton Crosby about the standard packaging of cigarettes or the minimum 

price of a unit of alcohol, yes or no? 

 

CAMERON: I can tell you, Mr Speaker, that Lynton Crosby has never 

lobbied me on anything. 

 

DEITH: We asked Lynton Crosby for an interview.  He declined.  

And Conservative HQ refused to answer any of our questions.  Number 10 says Mr Crosby had 

no involvement in the decision.  So, will plain packaging for cigarettes be rekindled or has it 

been snuffed out for good?  Just last week, an attempt to get plain packets into European law in 

the shape of several amendments to the tobacco directive were voted down.  In Brussels and 

Britain, the forces for and against further tobacco regulation will continue to fight hard, but 

until there’s more transparency, the lobbyists’ true influence will not be made plain. 

 

SIGNATURE TUNE 

 


